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Abstract In this paper, we present a recognition system for
on-line handwritten texts acquired from a whiteboard. The
system is based on the combination of several individual
classifiers of diverse nature. Recognizers based on different
architectures (hidden Markov models and bidirectional long
short-term memory networks) and on different sets of fea-
tures (extracted from on-line and off-line data) are used in the
combination. In order to increase the diversity of the under-
lying classifiers and fully exploit the current state-of-the-art
in cursive handwriting recognition, commercial recognition
systems have been included in the combined system, leading
to a final word level accuracy of 86.16%. This value is sig-
nificantly higher than the performance of the best individual
classifier (81.26%).
1 Introduction
The domain of handwriting recognition has traditionally been
divided into on-line and off-line recognition. In off-line rec-
ognition, the text to be recognized is captured by a scan-
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ner and stored as an image, while in the on-line mode the
handwriting is produced by means of an electronic pen or a
mouse and acquired as a time-dependent signal. Good pro-
gress has been achieved in both on-line and off-line recogni-
tion [4,23,34,37,39]. In this paper, we consider a relatively
new task, which is the recognition of text written on a white-
board. Note that a similar task has been considered in [7,30].
However, while in [7,30] a video camera was used to cap-
ture the handwriting, we use the eBeam interface which is
based on infrared sensing. This system is easier to use than
a video camera and it is less vulnerable to artifacts arising
from poor lighting conditions, self-occlusion and low image
resolution. This task is relevant in a number of novel applica-
tions, for example, computer-assisted learning [17] and smart
meeting rooms [29,42]. While the electronic whiteboard has
already been a research topic in [1,11], the task of recog-
nizing whiteboard notes written in Roman script is relatively
new. Recently, on-line [25] and off-line recognition systems
[27] have been proposed by the authors of this paper.
Having on-line and off-line recognition systems available,
it may be beneficial to combine both systems. From such a
combination, an improved recognition performance can be
expected [38,40]. A general overview and an introduction
to the field of multiple classifier systems (MCS) is given in
[22]. Several combination methods for character, numeral,
and word recognition have been proposed in the literature
[16,40,44]. However, little work has been reported on the
combination of classifiers for general handwritten text line
and sentence recognition. The combination of the outputs of
multiple handwritten text line and sentence recognizers dif-
fers from standard multiple classifier combination, because
the output of a text line recognizer is a sequence of word
classes rather than just one single word class, and the number
of words may differ among several recognizers. Therefore,
an additional alignment procedure is needed. In the work
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presented in this paper, the recognizer output voting error
reduction (ROVER) [8] framework has been applied. To com-
bine output of several individual recognizers, the word
sequences are incrementally aligned using a standard string
matching algorithm. Then a voting strategy is applied to get
the final result.
In this paper, the combination of different systems derived
from recognizers introduced in previous work by the authors
[25,27,28] is described. A hidden Markov model (HMM)-
based recognizer and a recognizer based on bidirectional long
short-term memory networks (BLSTM) are used as the base
recognizers of the multiple classifier system. Both base rec-
ognizers are trained on three different feature sets derived
either from the on-line data directly or from off-line images
synthesized from the on-line handwriting. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, these are the first attempts in the field of
handwritten text line recognition combining systems based
on off-line and on-line features (However, we are aware of
works combining on-line and off-line features for task dif-
ferent from complete text line recognition). Furthermore,
commercial recognition systems from Microsoft© and Vision
Objects© have been included in the combination experiments.
Since these recognizers are based on different features and
classification methods, it can be expected that the perfor-
mance increases, although the individual recognition rates
of these commercial recognizers are lower than those of
the neural network based approach. Note that early work
on combining on-line and off-line HMM-based systems has
already been published in [26]. However, the current paper
goes clearly beyond the scope of [26], because different rec-
ognition architectures are combined in this paper and further-
more, commercial recognizers are included in the ensemble.
This paper is organized as follows. A description of all
recognition systems used in the combination experiments is
given in Sect. 2. Next, the methodology for combining the dif-
ferent recognizers is introduced in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents
the experimental results, and finally, Sect. 5 draws some con-
clusions and gives an outlook to future work.
2 Data, features, and recognition systems
The multiple classifier system described in this paper incor-
porates several individual classifiers. Besides recognizers
based on HMMs and neural networks, the Microsoft© hand-
writing recognition engine [33] and the Vision Objects© rec-
ognizer [20,21] have been included in the combination.
This section gives an overview of all recognition systems
used in the work described in this paper. First, the handwritten
data are presented in Sect. 2.1. Next, the normalization and
feature extraction procedures are summarized in Sect. 2.2.
Then, the HMM and BLSTM recognizers are described in
Sects. 2.3 and 2.4. Section 2.5 presents the Microsoft© hand-
writing recognition engine, and the Vision Objects©recog-
nizer is shortly described in Sect. 2.6.
2.1 Handwritten data
The eBeam interface is used for recording the handwriting.
It allows one to write on a whiteboard with a normal pen in
a special casing, which sends infrared signals to a triangular
receiver mounted in one of the corners of the whiteboard.
The acquisition interface outputs a sequence of (x , y)-coor-
dinates representing the location of the tip of the pen together
with a time stamp for each location. The positional resolution
is ±1.5 mm, and the sampling rate of the recordings varies
from 30 to 70 samples per second. The data returned by the
acquisition device are in xml-format. An illustration is shown
in Fig. 1.
The recorded on-line data usually contain noisy points and
gaps within strokes. Thus, we first apply some on-line pre-
processing operations to recover from these artifacts. These
operations are described in [27]. The cleaned text data are
then automatically divided into lines using some simple heu-
ristics.
2.2 Normalization and feature extraction
Both the HMM and BLSTM recognition systems have been
trained and tested on three different feature sets each. The
first set of features is based on off-line images generated
from the on-line data. To generate the off-line images, con-
secutive points have been connected and the resulting lines
have been dilated. Then each text line is normalized with
respect to skew, slant, writing width, and baseline location.
Normalization of the baseline location means that the body of
the text line (the part which is located between the upper and
Fig. 1 Illustration of the recording (note the eBeam system at the left
upper corner of the whiteboard)
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lower baselines), the ascender part (located above the upper
baseline), and the descender part (below the lower baseline)
are vertically scaled to a predefined size each. Writing width
normalization is performed by a horizontal scaling opera-
tion. The purpose of this operation is to scale the characters
so that they have a predefined average width. To extract the
feature vectors from the normalized images, a sliding win-
dow approach is used. The width of the window is one pixel,
and nine geometrical features are computed at each window
position. Thus, an input text line is converted into a sequence
of feature vectors in a 9-dimensional feature space. For more
details about the features and preprocessing refer to [27].
To get the second set of features, the individual text lines
are first corrected with respect to their skew using a linear
regression through all points. For slant normalization, we
compute the histogram over all angles between the lines con-
necting two successive points of the trajectory and the hor-
izontal line [18]. After normalization, delayed strokes, e.g.,
the crossing of a “t” or the dot of an “i” are removed, using
simple heuristics. Next, we perform an equidistant resam-
pling of the point sequence, i.e., the original sequence of
points is replaced by a sequence of points on the trajectory
where all consecutive points have the same distance to each
other. This step is needed because different writers write at
a different speed. The distance is set to a fraction of the cor-
pus height. The next important step is the computation of the
baseline and the corpus line. The baseline is subtracted from
all y-coordinates to make it equal to the x-axis and the height
of the three main writing areas is normalized. As the last pre-
processing step, the width of the characters is normalized.
The set of extracted features can be divided into two classes.
The first class consists of features extracted for each point
considering its neighbors with respect to time. The features
of the second class are all computed using a two-dimensional
matrix representing the off-line version of the data. For more
details refer to [25].
The third set of features is basically extracted in the same
manner as the second one up to two differences. Before
applying the normalization operations, an additional step is
introduced, which is important for the whiteboard data. The
text lines on a whiteboard usually have no uniform skew
along the whole line and the slant and size of the letters is
not the same at the beginning and at the end of a line. This
is caused by the fact that people stand, rather than sit, during
writing and the arm does not rest on a table. Therefore, the text
line is split into subparts and the rest of the preprocessing is
done for each subpart separately. Splitting is done at gaps that
are larger than the mean gap size. Also the size of both sub-
parts has to be greater than a predefined threshold. The slant
correction is supplemented with the following method. We
weight the histogram values with a Gaussian with its mean
at the vertical angle, and the variance empirically set. This
is beneficial because some words are not properly corrected
if a single long straight line is drawn in horizontal direction,
which results in a large histogram value. We also smooth each
histogram entry with its direct neighbors using the window
(0.25, 0.5, 0.25), because in some cases the correct slant is at
the border of two angle intervals and a single peak at another
interval may be slightly higher. This single peak will become
smaller after smoothing.
2.3 Hidden Markov models
The first recognizer is based on hidden Markov models
(HMMs). An HMM is built for each of the 82 characters
in the character set, which includes all small and all capital
letters together with some other special characters, e.g., punc-
tuation marks. In all HMMs the linear topology is used. In
the emitting states, the observation probability distributions
are estimated by mixtures of Gaussian components. In other
words, continuous HMMs are used. The number of Gaussian
mixtures is optimized on a validation set as suggested in [13].
The character models are concatenated to represent words
and sequences of words. For training, the Baum-Welch algo-
rithm [5] is applied. In the recognition phase, the Viterbi algo-
rithm [9] is used to find the most probable word sequence.
The output of the recognizer is a sequence of words.
2.4 Neural networks
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are able to access a wide
range of context when transcribing letters, words or word
sequences [35]. However, whereas standard RNNs make use
of previous context only, bidirectional RNNs (BRNNs) are
able to incorporate context on both sides of every position in
the input sequence [36]. This is useful in handwriting recog-
nition since it is often necessary to look at both the context
to the right and to the left of a given letter in order to identify
it. Figure 2 shows a comparison of a standard RNN and a
BRNN at two different points in time. In the BRNN there
exist two hidden layers, i.e., one layer for each direction, and
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Fig. 2 Recurrent neural network and bidirectional recurrent neural net-
work unfolded in time
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the input/output neurons (marked with I/O) are connected to
both.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM [15]) is an RNN archi-
tecture specifically designed to bridge long time delays
between relevant input and target events, making it suitable
for problems where long-range context is required to disam-
biguate individual labels as in handwriting recognition. An
LSTM layer consists of a set of recurrently connected blocks,
known as memory blocks. Each memory block contains one
or more recurrently connected memory cells and three multi-
plicative units, called the input, output, and forget gates that
provide write, read, and reset operations on the cells.
The recently introduced connectionist temporal classifi-
cation (CTC) [6] is an RNN objective function designed
for labeling whole sequences at once. It uses the network to
define a probability distribution over a fixed set of labels plus
an additional “blank”, or “no label” unit. It then interprets
the sequence of network outputs as a probability distribution
over all possible transcriptions for a given input sequence,
and trains the network by maximizing the log probabilities
of the correct transcriptions on the training set. In our experi-
ments, we use a BRNNs with LSTM network cells and use a
CTC output layer to transcribe samples of handwritten text.
For more details of this recognizer, we refer to [28].
2.5 Microsoft© handwriting recognition engine
The Microsoft© Tablet PC Software Development Kit (SDK)
provides an interface for ink-enabled applications for the
tablet PC.1 It includes an application programming inter-
face (API) to the Microsoft© handwriting recognition engine
(HWR), which exists on any computer running Microsoft
Windows XP Tablet Edition©[33].
To support a wide range of writing styles, a large neural
network was trained on a very large data set. The training set
contains ink samples from thousands of people with a diverse
range of writing styles. An illustration of how the recognizer
works is given in Fig. 3 [33]. First, a stroke is cut into sepa-
rate segments whenever it moves downward in y-dimension
and then reverses its direction back upward. Then a set of
features is extracted for each individual segment. Generally,
the measurements for the features are based on the direction
and curvature of the ink trace, along with various measure-
ments of size. Finally, to accomplish the recognition of con-
nected letters in cursive script, a time-delay neural network
(TDNN) with a window size of five is used. The top part
of Fig. 3 shows how the electronic ink is processed and fed
through the TDNN. The TDNN outputs consist of a matrix,
where each column represents one ink segment and each row
1 The Microsoft Windows XP©X Tablet PC Edition SDK is avail-
able for download at http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/tabletpc/
default.mspx.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of the recognition architecture of the Microsoft©
HWR
represents one digit or character. The outputs are estimates
of probability for each possible digit or character.
The TDNN is further supported by integrating a language
model in form of a lexicon, organized in the form of a trie (see
left part of Fig. 3). The nodes of the trie contain a Boolean
flag indicating whether the corresponding letter is the end
of a word. Optionally, some of these end-of-word nodes also
contain a word unigram probability or other information. The
lexicon is combined with the output of the TDNN by means
of a beam search, an approach that most commercial speech-
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recognition systems use [14]. The bottom part of Fig. 3 illus-
trates how the beam search moves through the TDNN output
matrix, column by column, from left to right. At each col-
umn, it consults the lexicon on the left to find out what letters
might be next and looks up the probability estimates for those
letters in the matrix. It builds a copy of the lexicon trie (shown
on the right-hand side in Fig. 3), with the scores stored in the
nodes of this copy trie. At any one time, the scores in that
trie are the cumulative scores of each character of the cur-
rent column, and all characters up to that character, for each
possible word in the lexicon. When a parent node produces a
child node, the score in the child node is computed taking the
current score in the parent node into account. After the child
node has been generated, parent and child operate indepen-
dently. They may even compete, because it is possible that
the column (segment) still represents part of the parent letter,
or it is now part of the child letter. Once the last column in
the matrix is completed, the trie contains the final hypotheses
about what the word might be. At this point, it is simply a
matter of treversing the trie to find the n best-scoring words.
The communication process with the Microsoft© HWR
works as follows. The client application sends on-line stroke
information to the recognition engine on the tablet PC where
the recognition is performed. The recognition engine answers
with several recognition alternatives and their confidences.
However, there are only three confidence values available
(the number in brackets denotes the actual confidence value
of the recognizer):
– strong (0): only about 25% of the text lines in the test set of
our experiments are recognized with a strong confidence
– intermediate (1): this confidence is given for less then 3%
of these text lines only
– poor (2): in most cases a poor confidence is assigned
For handwritten text lines the alternatives represent different
transcriptions of a given input. The confidence value assigned
to a transcription represents the lowest confidence level of a
recognized segment found in the input. Thus, a strong confi-
dence is rarely given since it is not likely for a recognizer to
be confident for a whole text line.
The Microsoft© HWR allows a user to define a vocabulary
and a character set. In this paper, the same vocabulary is used
as for all recognizers. However, the Microsoft© HWR is not
confined to recognizing only words from the given vocabu-
lary. Therefore, often out of vocabulary words (OOVs) occur
in the recognition alternatives.
2.6 Vision objects© recognizer
The MyScript recognizer from Vision Objects© is an on-line
recognizer that processes digital ink and supports a large
spectrum of languages and functionalities for applications
that vary from Forms Processing and Note Taking to Mobile
Data Capture. Application programming interfaces exist for
all major operating systems on the market, both for PC/Server
architectures (Linux, Windows, Mac OS) and mobile plat-
forms (Embedded Linux, Symbian, Windows CE/Mobile,
and many others).2
The overall recognition system is built on the principles
presented in [20]. Some of the more important concepts are
– use of a modular and hierarchical recognition system,
– use of soft decisions (often probabilistic) and deferred
decisions by means of considering concurrent hypothe-
ses in the decision paths,
– use of complementary information at all stages of the
recognition process, and
– use of global optimization criteria, making sure that the
recognizer is trained in order to perform optimally on all
levels.
The recognizer has been trained on many millions of writing
samples that have been collected from native writers in the
target countries. The processing chain of the Vision Objects
recognizer starts out with some of the usual preprocessing
operations, such as text line extraction and slant correction.
Then, the on-line handwriting is pre-segmented into strokes
and sub-strokes. Here, the general idea is to over-segment the
signal and let the recognizer decide later on where the bound-
aries between characters and words are. This is followed by
feature extraction stages, where different sets of features are
computed. These feature sets use a combination of on-line
and off-line information. The feature sets are processed by
a set of character classifiers, which use Neural Networks
and other pattern recognition paradigms. All the information
accumulated in the various processing steps is then processed
by dynamic programming on the word and sentence levels
in order to generate character, word, and sentence level can-
didates with corresponding confidence scores. A global dis-
criminant training scheme on the word level with automatic
learning of all classifier parameters and meta-parameters of
the recognizer, in the general spirit of what has been described
in [21], is employed for the overall training of the recognizer.
The Vision Objects recognizer uses a state-of-the-art sta-
tistical language model that incorporates lexical, grammati-
cal, and semantic information. This model is partially
described in [31]. By means of the language model, the rec-
ognizer uses context information on all recognition levels,
from the character to the word, and to the sentence level. The
employed language model also supports the recognition of
terms that are not explicitly covered by the lexicons (in this
paper a lexicon for British English), albeit the recognizer has
2 The MyScript Builder SDK©X is available for purchase at http://
www.visionobjects.com/.
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a tendency to convert handwriting into text that is covered
by the lexicons.
The communication with the client is similar to the com-
munication of the Microsoft© recognizer. The client sends
the stroke information to the recognition engine and gets
a recognition result as an answer. This answer is divided
into several segments. Each segment contains alternatives
for the word at the actual position. The candidates come
together with a normalized recognition score. This allows
the Vision Objects©recognizer to be used for advanced
combination strategies where the recognizer’s confidence is
exploited.
3 Combination methodology
Multiple classifier systems have been successfully used to
improve the recognition performance in difficult tasks [22].
There are two issues in multiple classifier systems research.
First, individual classifiers that exhibit a high degree of diver-
sity need to be constructed. The classifiers used in this work
have been described in the previous section. As theses clas-
sifiers are based on different features and classification par-
adigms, and have largely been developed independently of
each other, it can be expected that their diversity is quite high.
The second issue to be addressed in a multiple classifier sys-
tem is classifier combination. A large number of combination
schemes have been proposed [22]. However, these schemes
are restricted in the sense that they only address the clas-
sification of single objects. By contrast, in the application
considered in this paper, sequences of objects, i.e., whole
text lines, need to be classified. This means that the task of
the recognizer is not only word recognition, but also the seg-
mentation of a line of handwritten text into individual words.
Because of segmentation errors, the word sequences output
by the individual recognizers may consist of a different num-
ber of words. Therefore, an alignment procedure is needed
as the first step in classifier combination. For aligning the
outputs of the individual classifiers, the ROVER combina-
tion strategy has been chosen. This strategy consists of two
stages. Because the recognizers output word sequences for
whole text lines and because there may be a different number
of words in each sequence, the output sequences are aligned
into a word transition network (WTN) first. A voting strat-
egy is then applied to select the best scoring word at each
location for the final transcription. The alignment process
is described in Sect. 3.1, and several voting strategies are
proposed in Sect. 3.2.
3.1 Alignment
Finding the optimal alignment for n sequences is NP-com-
plete [43]. Thus, an approximate solution for the alignment
problem has been chosen. This solution aligns the multiple
sequences incrementally by building WTNs. At the begin-
ning, the first and the second word sequence are aligned in
a single WTN, using the standard string matching algorithm
described in [41]. The resulting WTN is aligned with the next
word sequence giving a new WTN, which is then aligned
with the next recognition result, and so on. This method
does not guarantee an optimal solution, but in practice the
suboptimal solution usually provides an alignment of suffi-
ciently high accuracy. An example alignment of the output of
three recognizers (denoted by W1, W2, and W3) is shown in
Fig. 4. The columns in the WTNs denote sets of correspond-
ing words, called correspondence sets in the following. Those
correspondence sets are identified by the alignment process.
Note that the symbol  marks null-transitions, i.e., transitions
where an empty string is chosen as an alternative.
Figure 4 contains examples for all possible correspon-
dence set categories that occur during string alignment. The
four categories are
– Correct: the word transcriptions are the same (“mid-april”
in WTN1)
– Insertion: an additional word occurs in the new word
sequence, resulting in an additional column with null-
transitions (“a” in WTN2)
– Deletion: fewer words occur in the new word sequence,
and consequently a null-transition is inserted (“say” in
WTN1)
Fig. 4 Example of iteratively aligning multiple recognition results
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– Substitution: the word transcriptions at the same position
differ (“Angle”/“Anglesey” and “In”/“It” in WTN1)
3.2 Voting strategies
After alignment, a voting module extracts the best scoring
word sequence from the WTN. One possibility is to take
only the number of occurrences of a word w for making a
decision. In the case of ties, the output of the best performing
system on the validation set is taken. In the example of Fig. 4,
assuming that W1 has a higher recognition accuracy than W2
and W3, the output will be “In” from W1, which yields the
final output “In mid-april Anglesey”. Note that this is the
correct transcription, which is not present in the recognition
result of any single recognizer.
In addition to the frequency of occurrence, the confidence
of the recognizers can be used as a voting strategy. The trade
off between the frequency of occurrence and the confidence
score is weighted with a parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. Let c be a
correspondence set of the WTN containing n word classes
w1, . . . , wn . The number of occurrences of each word class
wi is denoted by Ni . Then the score S(wi ) of a word wi is
S(wi ) = α · Ni∑n
j=1 N j
+ (1 − α) ∗ C(wi ), (1)
where C(wi ) is the combined confidence score of word class
wi . There exist several methods to calculate C(wi ). First,
the average of all confidence scores of the occurrences of
word class wi can be used. Second, the maximum of these
confidence scores may be chosen. Setting α = 1 results in a
voting procedure that takes only the number of occurrences
into account, while α = 0 corresponds to the case where
only the confidence counts.
Another parameter is the confidence score of the null-
transition C(). It determines how often the null-transition
is taken instead of another word class. If null-transitions are
taken rather seldomly, i.e., if C() is very low, the output
transcription tends to be longer and more insertion errors
occur. On the contrary, if C() is too large, more deletions
occur. The two parameters α and C() are optimized on a
validation set in this paper.
4 Experiments and results
All experiments have been performed on the IAM-OnDB
[24], a large on-line handwriting database acquired from a
whiteboard.3 It consists of 13,040 written lines, containing
86,272 instances of 11,050 distinct words. For the align-
ment and construction of the WTN, the Rover tool from
3 The IAM-OnDB is publicly available for download at http://www.
iam.unibe.ch/~fki/iamOnDB.
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
implementing the ROVER framework [8] has been used.4
Two benchmark tasks have been defined for the IAM-
OnDB. In this paper, the IAM-OnDB-t2 benchmark task has
been used for the experiments. In this task, the database is
divided into four predefined disjoint sets: a training set con-
taining 5,364 lines; a first validation set containing 1,438
lines; a second validation set containing 1,518 lines, which
can be used, for example, to optimize a language model; and
a test set containing 3,859 lines. No writer appears in more
than one set. Thus, a writer-independent recognition task is
considered.
The task for all the experiments is to transcribe all the
text lines in the test set, given a predefined dictionary. The
measure of performance is the word accuracy:
100 ∗
(
1 − insertions + substitutions + deletions
total length of test set transcriptions
)
where the number of word insertions, substitutions, and dele-
tions is summed over the whole test set. The IAM-OnDB-t2
benchmark task is based on an open vocabulary that contains
the 20, 000 most frequent words out of three corpora (LOB
Corpus [19], Brown Corpus [10], Wellington Corpus [2]).
Note that there exist words, called out of vocabulary words
(OOV), which are in the transcription of the test set but not in
the lexicon. This limits the recognition rate of those recog-
nizers that are only able to recognize words included in the
lexicon. On the test set the OOV rate is 5.6%, resulting in an
upper limit of 94.4% for the CTC and HMM classifiers.
All systems described in Sect. 2 have been used in the
experiments. The parameters for recognition and combina-
tion have been optimized on the first validation set. For the
recognizers evaluated in this section, a bigram language
model has been included. The language model weighting
factor and the word insertion penalty are optimized on the
validation set. Language model training is based on three
different corpora (LOB Corpus, Brown Corpus, Wellington
Corpus).
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.1
reports on the recognition results of the individual recogniz-
ers. The optimization of various system parameters on the
validation set is described in Sect. 4.2, and the recognition
results on the test set are presented in Sect. 4.3.
4.1 Individual recognition results
In addition to the Microsoft© and Vision Objects© recogniz-
ers, a total of six classification systems are used in the combi-
nation. Three of these systems are based on HMMs while the
rest use neural networks. Since neural networks are
4 The Rover tool is part of the NIST Scoring Toolkit available for down-
load at ftp://jaguar.ncsl.nist.gov/current_docs/sctk/doc/sctk.htm.
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Table 1 Recognizers used for the combination experiments and their
performance on the test set
System # Accuracy (%)
(average for CTC) (%)
CTC Off-line 10 76.43 (73.6)
On-line 10 81.26 (79.8)
Extended on-line 10 81.07 (80.1)
HMM Off-line 1 57.3
On-line 1 63.2
Extended on-line 1 63.9
Microsoft© 1 71.3
Vision Objects© 1 79.2
randomly initialized, it is advisable to consider more than
one neural network for each feature set. Thus, a total of ten
neural networks have been trained with each of the three fea-
ture sets described in Sect. 2.2, resulting in 30 individual
neural network based recognizers.
A summary of the individual recognition systems and
their accuracies is given in Table 1. Altogether, 35 clas-
sifiers are involved in the experiments: 30 randomly ini-
tialized CTC networks, three HMM-based classifiers, the
Vision Objects© recognizer, and the Microsoft© recognizer.
The different feature sets are denoted by “off-line” for off-
line features, “on-line” for conventional on-line features and
preprocessing, and “extended on-line” for on-line features
extracted after applying additional preprocessing steps (see
Sect. 2).
While the highest accuracy is obtained by an “on-line”
CTC (81.26%), the average accuracy of the “extended on-
line” CTC (80.1%) is higher than that of the “on-line” CTC
(79.8%). The off-line CTC systems perform with an average
accuracy of 73.6%. Note that the standard deviation of the
CTC systems is less then 0.5% for each of the three feature
sets. The HMM-based recognizer has the lowest accuracy.
The recognition rates of the “off-line” and “on-line” system
are significantly lower than the “extended on-line” system.
The Vision Objects© recognizer is the best commercial rec-
ognizer on the IAM-OnDB-t2 benchmark task. Its accuracy
of 79.2% on the test set is significantly higher than that of
the Microsoft©recognizer which performs at 71.3%.
4.2 Optimization of the MCS on the validation set
Several parameters of the MCS have to be optimized during
validation. First, there are the parameters for voting described
in Sect. 3. Then, the order of the classifiers for the alignment
has to be chosen. Finally, it has to be decided which classifi-
ers are actually to be included in the ensemble. This section
will describe how the optimal values of these parameters
are found using the first validation set of the IAM-OnDB-t2
benchmark task.
Fig. 5 Accuracy on the validation set for several confidence intervals
4.2.1 Voting
We have used three strategies for the decision which word
in a correspondence set is chosen as the final output. First,
only the frequency of occurrence is used. In the second and
third strategies, confidence scores have been used. Under
these strategies the outputs of the recognizers need to be
augmented with a confidence measure.
The second strategy uses the performance of each individ-
ual classifier on the validation set as a confidence measure.
This means that for all words in the output sequence of a
classifier the same confidence score is taken.
The third strategy uses more elaborated confidence values,
i.e., it takes the confidence values output by the recognizers
into account. This is not an easy task, because the confidences
of the individual recognition systems are not directly compa-
rable. While the CTC and Vision Objects© systems output a
normalized recognition score, the HMM-based system gives
a likelihood, which is barely useful for combination. How-
ever, the most difficult problem is the Microsoft© recognizer,
which only gives three discrete values on the text line level.
We have solved the problem as follows. The range of confi-
dence scores of each classifier is divided into several inter-
vals. For each interval, the accuracy on the validation set
is calculated. This accuracy is then taken as the final confi-
dence score during testing. An example is shown in Fig. 5. In
this example the interval [−0.2, 0] of the log confidences of a
CTC system has been divided into 40 sub-intervals. As can be
seen the accuracy increases if the confidence increases. Sur-
prisingly, for the lowest confidence interval there is a higher
accuracy on the validation set. This is caused by words with
a low frequency. Often such words are correct, but they have
only small language model probabilities. Note that the curve
is smoothed to avoid discontinuities at the borders of each
interval.
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Fig. 6 Optimization of the parameters α and C() (denoted as Null-
conf)
The parameters for voting, α and C(), are optimized on
the validation set for an ensemble of classifiers. The final vot-
ing strategy consists in taking the maximum rather than the
average of the individual confidence scores in (1), because
this strategy led to better recognition results in all experi-
ments on the validation set. Figure 6 illustrates the accuracy
of an example classifier ensemble on the validation set for
different parameter combinations. It can be observed that
the values do not significantly change for α > 0.8. The
highest accuracy in this example is reached at (α = 0.5,
C() = 0.7).
4.2.2 Order of the classifiers
The order of the classifiers has an influence on the align-
ment, for only a suboptimal alignment strategy is chosen.
A commonly used strategy begins with the best classifier of
the validation set and sequentially adds the next best classi-
fier. This strategy has been adopted in this paper. This leads
to the following sequence of recognition systems:
1. the on-line CTC systems
2. the Vision Objects© recognizer
3. the off-line CTC systems
4. the Microsoft© recognizer
5. the HMM-based recognizers.
4.2.3 Classifiers included in the ensemble
As explained previously (see also Table 1), there are 35
individual classifiers available for potential inclusion in the
ensemble. However, it is well known that ensemble
performance does not necessarily monotonically grow with
ensemble size. Therefore, the question arises which of the
individual classifiers actually to include in the ensemble. It
can be expected that taking just the best recognition systems
Table 2 Results of the best
combination on the test set System Accuracy
(%)
Best individual 81.26
classifier 81.26
“voting 1” 85.88
“voting 2” 85.86
“voting 3” 86.16
Oracle 92.03
does not necessarily yield the optimal performance, because
the CTC systems would be too dominant.
The following automatic strategy has been chosen to solve
the problem. All possible combinations of up to six instances
of each system have been validated automatically. Note that
this is an implicit weighting for each of the non-CTC classifi-
ers, because the same classifier can be included several times.
The upper bound of six is motivated by experiments on the
validation set where there was no performance increase when
more than six classifiers have been used. The best combina-
tion on the validation set is as follows: five “extended on-
line” CTC systems, one “ on-line” CTC system, five Vision
Objects© recognition systems, four off-line CTC systems,
three Microsoft© recognition systems, and two “extended on-
line” HMM-based system. The accuracy of this ensemble on
the validation set is 83.34%, which is remarkably higher than
the accuracy of the best individual classifier on the validation
set, i.e., a CTC with only 76.60%.
4.3 Test set results
After finding the optimal combination of recognizers on the
validation set, the corresponding MCS is tested on the inde-
pendent test set. The results on the test set appear in Table 2.
The three different voting strategies described in Sect. 4.2.1
are denoted by “voting 1” for voting based on the number
of occurrences, “voting 2” for voting using the accuracy on
the validation set as a confidence measure, and “voting 3”
for advanced voting taking also the confidence of the clas-
sifiers into account. The combination based on the number
of occurrences performs statistically significantly better than
the best individual classifier at a significance level of 0.1%
(using a standard z-test). The recognition accuracy is 85.88%,
resulting in a remarkable relative error reduction of 24.65%.
The second voting strategy, which uses the accuracy on the
validation set as a confidence score, performs with 85.86%,
which is almost as good as “voting 1”. The third strategy
leads to a relative error reduction of more than 26.14%,
compared to the best individual classifier, which is signif-
icant at the 0.1% level. Note that the additional effort made
by the more elaborated combination method also brings a
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statistically significant performance increase, compared to
“voting 1”.
The last row in Table 2 presents the result of an oracle
voting. The oracle is assumed to know the transcription and
always takes the correct word if at least one individual clas-
sifier recognized it correctly. Hence the oracle performance
is an upper bound for the combination of the classifiers given
the alignment. This result shows that with an improved voting
strategy, a further improvement of about 6% is theoretically
possible. On the other hand, one can argue that the accuracy
of 86.16% achieved with “voting 3” is already quite close to
the best possible value.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, a multiple classifier system (MCS) for the rec-
ognition of handwritten notes written on a whiteboard has
been presented. The ROVER framework has been used to
combine the output sequences of the individual recognizers.
This framework first aligns the word sequences incremen-
tally in a word transition network and then applies a voting
strategy to select the final result at each output position.
HMMs and recursive neural networks are used as the base
recognizers of the multiple classifier system. These base rec-
ognizers utilize different sets of on-line and off-line features
extracted from the handwritten input. A bigram language
model is included in each of these recognizers, which has
been trained on the second validation set of the underly-
ing database. Furthermore, commercial recognition systems
from Microsoft© and Vision Objects© have been included in
the combination. The first validation set of the database has
been used to optimize the individual systems and the combi-
nation parameters.
Experiments have been performed on the IAM-OnDB-t2
benchmark. The recognition results achieved by the individ-
ual recognizers show that the CTC systems based on on-
line features have the best accuracy, followed by the Vision
Objects© recognizer. A possible explanation for this ranking
is that the CTC systems has been trained on whiteboard data.
The HMM-based systems have the lowest accuracy. None-
theless, including one HMM-based recognizer in the ensem-
ble leads to a performance increase.
The experimental results on the test set show a highly sig-
nificant improvement of the recognition performance over
the best individual classifier. The combination based on the
number of occurrences performs with 85.88%, while the best
individual classifier only achieves 81.26%. Two other vot-
ing strategies, which calculate a confidence score for each
word class, have also been investigated in this paper. While
using the recognition accuracy on the validation as a con-
fidence score does not lead to an improved performance, a
significantly higher performance has been achieved with an
advanced approach. This approach takes also the confidence
scores of the individual recognizers into account. The opti-
mized combination performs with 86.16%, which represents
a relative error reduction of 26.15% over the best individual
classifier.
While the main goal of this research was to achieve higher
recognition performance, an interesting aspect of the recog-
nition system is the computation time needed for obtaining
the recognition result. The individual recognizers differ in
computation time, i.e., the commercial systems need about
500 ms, the neural networks need about 2 s and the HMMs
need more than a minute for the recognition of one text line.
Combining the systems leads to a longer computation time,
for all individual times are accumulated. However, if a par-
allel computing architecture is available, the recognizers can
be run in parallel. This results in no significant overhead as
only a negligible time is needed for combination.
An interesting idea to reduce the operation time would
be to run the classifiers in a specific order and only run the
later classifiers if their results are needed in the combination
scheme.5 If the earlier classifiers can reach a decision with
high confidence, then the results from the later classifiers
may not be needed. This could lead to time savings without
changing any of the recognition results.
In addition to the MCS recognition accuracy, the perfor-
mance of an oracle system has been investigated. It performs
with 92.02%, i.e., 6% higher than the performance of the
best combination. This shows that there is still a high poten-
tial in the combination, which is a promising research topic
for future work. For example, other confidence measures
proposed in the literature [3,12,32] could be considered for
advanced combination strategies.
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